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The temple is built in the Doric style, of
white marble, and the ground dimensions are
228 by 101 feet. Originally it had eight
thirty-four-foot columns at each end and
seventeen columns on each side. The top of
the pediment was sixty-four feet high. Above
the columns a frieze extending around the
entire exterior of the building bore colored
relief sculpture representing the chief events
in the great religious festivals of the Greeks,
in the legendary life of Athena and in the
history of Greece. The interior was divided
into two rooms, one of which contained
Phidias' celebrated gold and ivory statue of
Athena.
In the Middle Ages the Parthenon served
intermittently as a Christian church and as
a mosque. In 1687 it was rendered unfit
for religious uses by an explosion of gun
powder which the Turks had placed in it
when Athens was besieged by the Venetians.
The more valuable pieces of sculpture the
building contained have become part of vari-
ous European collections. See elgin
marbles.
PARTICIPLE, pafuftisipV, in English
grammar a form of the verb which partakes
also of the nature of an adjective or a noun.
As a verb it may take an object or a com-
plement, or be modified by an adverb. At
the same time it may be used as an
adjective to modify another word, or as a
noun serve as the subject, complement or
object of a verb. There are three tenses
of the participle: present, past, perfect.
These forms occur in both active and passive
voices of transitive verbs, as illustrated by
the following forms of the verb receive:
Present active, receiving; present passive
'being received. Past active, received; past
passive, received. Perfect active, having re-
ceived; perfect passive, having "been received.
The three participial forms of the verb to be,
an intransitive verb, are being, been, having
been,
Uses of the Participle. The following sen-
tence contains a present participle used as an
adjective: "Pirates sailing the Spanish Main
are characters in this thrilling story." Sailing
is derived from the verb sail. It is used as
an adjective to modify pirates, but shows its
verbal nature in taking a direct object, Main.
SFote that thrilling also ends in ing, It is not,
however, a participle, as it is not a verb-
form nor has it any other use than that
of a pure adjective.
 Uses of the noun participle as the (a)
subject, the (b) object and the (c) comple-
ment of a verb, and as the (d) object of a
preposition are illustrated in the following
type sentences:
 (a)	Fighting evil is helping good.
 (b)	He chose voting as the best measure
of reform.
(e) Helping in (a) is used as a comple-
ment.
(d) In exercising the muscles we become
stronger.
Some grammarians prefer to call the noun
verbal ending in ing a gerund, limiting the
term participle to verbals used only as
adjectives. The term infinitive in ing is also
used by some.
The participle is used in independent con-
structions, as in the following: "That being
my story, I ask you to overlook the offense."
"The decision having been made, there was
nothing else to do."
PARTNERSHIP, the association of two
or more persons, for the purpose of under-
taking and prosecuting conjointly any busi-
ness, occupation or calling for gain. Part-
nerships may be formed in three ways—(1)
by written contract, (2) by oral agreement,
(3) by implication, that is, by acts leading
others reasonably to believe that a partner-
ship exists. The duration of the partnership
may be limited by the contract or agreement,
or it may be left indefinite, subject to be dis-
solved by mutual consent, or by withdrawal
of one member. It may also be dissolved
by a court for various reasons.
Partners are real when they are directly
engaged in the conduct of the business. A
silent, or dormant, partner is one who in-
vests capital in the firm, but does not take
any active part in its management. The pow-
ers of partners are very extensive, and the
contract or other act of any member of the
partnership in matters relating to the joint
concern, is, in point of law, the contract or
act of the whole and consequently binding
upon the whole, to the extent of rendering
each liable for it individually, as well as
through his interest in the partnership prop-
erty. This rule holds, even though the acts
of one partner are fraudulent in relation to
the others.
In a few states the partnership is recog-
nized hi law as an artificial person which
can sue and be sued and declared bankrupt,
but in nearly all jurisdictions suits at law

